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FOR PROMOTION
CRITERIA

You must satisfy the promotion committee that you have, in accordance with the academic 
performance framework:
• been a sustained high performer at the current level of appointment; and
• the capacity to perform satisfactory at the level to which promotion is sought.

In addition, you must demonstrate that you will make an ongoing and positive contribution to, and fit 
within, the academic unit.

∆ The period under consideration is the period since your appointment/promotion to your current level.
∆ This can include achievements at a previous institution at your current level.



For key dates, refer to:
ACADEMIC PROMOTION WEBSITE 

If successful, 
it normally 

take effect on 
the date of 
approval

Approver(s) 
reviews the 
application

Lodge 
application 

online

Prepare and 
submit

application

Review 
eligibility and 
application 

requirements 

Academic promotion PROCESS

https://www.monash.edu/academicpromotion/key-dates


 You must have a current performance plan in place

 Pure must be up to date

 Academic Promotion: Level B Procedure

 Case for Academic Promotion: Level B
 Research - Education - Engagement

PRIMARY ITEMS



Request supporting report(s):

1. Research report:
Research Achievement Record 

2. Education Reports*:
a. Student Evaluation Record (SETU)*
b. Peer Review of Teaching Report*

*where applicable

SUPPORTING REPORTS



RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENT RECORD
Contains data on: 
• Research outputs 
• Research grants and income; and
• HDR supervisions
Candidates may supplement data in last tab 

RESEARCH REPORT
REQUEST SUPPORTING REPORTS

Request your report via email to:
hr-academic.promotion@monash.edu

Prepare (update) your Pure data first

An information sheet and contacts for queries will be 
attached to your report.



STUDENT EVALUATION RECORD
• Contains SETU results in the relevant promotion 

period
• Generated by University Planning and Statistics
• Candidates request the report via online form
• Turnaround time is up to 10 days

EDUCATION REPORTS
REQUEST SUPPORTING REPORTS

These reports are not required for research-only 
candidates without an Education case.

PEER REVIEW OF TEACHING 
REPORT
• Candidates are required to arrange for a peer 

review of their teaching
• To request a Summative Peer Review of Teaching, 

visit PeerView.monash

https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/840983/Apply-for-system-generated-reports.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/learning-teaching/mea/professional-learning-and-practice/peer-review


CASE FOR PROMOTION
Candidate Employment 

Contract Type

Promotion Case

Education Research Engagement

Teaching and research 
staff Yes Yes Yes

Research-only staff

Not required to include a 
case for education 

although may do so if 
relevant

Yes Yes



Include your current workload allocation from your approved myPlan in the 
current year.

If it has varied over the period relevant for your case – include this in the 
‘relevant circumstances’ section.

WORKLOAD ALLOCATION

All academic staff seeking promotion to the next 
level must have an approved performance 
development plan in place before applying



You must provide PDF copies of nominated outputs to include 
as part of your application 

Choose up to two (2) sample items to showcase your work.

These are generally publications.

Include statements of impact of each chosen output, in the research
section of the form.

NOMINATED OUTPUTS
These are 
publications/outputs 
chosen to showcase 
your work – during 
the period at your 
current level

Consider the length 
and size of files



CASE FOR PROMOTION

Illustrate how you meet the 
criteria for promotion in the 
relevant areas of academic 

activity (research, 
education, engagement)

Address specific compulsory and 
optional criteria from the 
academic performance 

framework in each relevant area
List achievements since 

appointment/promotion to 
your current level 

Demonstrate quality and 
impact of achievements

Contextualise your 
discipline for the Approver

Page limit applies across 
the entire section, consider 

how you will allocate it

Provide supporting evidence 
to justify achievements in 

your case

Additional supporting evidence 
pages: 4 pages relating to 
research and engagement; 

5 pages for education



PREPARING TO SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
Read information 
relating to promotion to 
Level B

Discuss intention to 
apply:
- performance supervisor
- head of unit
- relevant Associate Deans
- grant holder (for RO staff)

Arrange Peer Review of 
Teaching 

Update Pure

Source report(s):

- Research 
Achievement Record

- Student Evaluation 
Record

Supplement 
information in the 
Research 
Achievement 
Record

Prepare case for 
promotion including 
supporting evidence

Obtain performance 
supervisor and head 
of unit sign off

Lodge application at 
any time of the year



Monash HR will:

1. Check your application 

2. Collate and send your complete application to the Approver. 
The Approver is the Dean (or Dean’s nominee).  

In MNHS Sub-Faculties:  this is the Dean of your Sub-Faculty
In MNHS in Schools under the Faculty, this is your Head of School

LODGEMENT
POST



SUCCESS RATE

Promotion to Level B Total number of 
applications

Total number of successful 
applications Overall success rate

2020/2021 39 35 90%

2019/2020 33 31 94%

2018 28 26 93%

2017 32 30 94%



1. Academic Promotion website 

2. Relevant Promotion Coordinators

3. Your Performance Supervisor

4. Your Head of Unit

RESOURCES & SUPPORT

www.monash.edu/academicpromotion

5. Associate Deans (Research and Education)

6. Monash Education Academy (MEA)

7. Relevant Research Office contact

http://www.monash.edu/academicpromotion


All faculty staff, promotion to level B
Promotion Coordinator
hr-academic.promotion@monash.edu
(03) 990 20400

Non-faculty staff, promotion to level B
Anthea Hall, Senior Academic Performance Advisor (Promotion) 
hr-academic.promotion@monash.edu
(03) 990 29588

HR CONTACTS

mailto:hr-academic.promotion@monash.edu
mailto:hr-academic.promotion@monash.edu


Academic Performance 
Framework, 
General Points & Advice

Vice-Provost (Academic Affairs)

November 2021
PROFESSOR MATTHEW GILLESPIE, AM



THE

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK

• Articulates high level expectations for academic performance, 
adopting a consistent approach across Research, Education and 
Engagement

• Enables the recognition of achievements, articulation of 
professional development needs, and forms the structure for 
promotion (together with recruitment and probation).

Adopt an approach across research, education and 
engagement consistent with the academic performance 
framework. 



• Identifies criteria for each category and evidence
that addresses achievement of each criteria

• Encourages a focus on developing and 
demonstrating outcomes and/or impact

• Evidence includes quantifiable metrics and 
qualitative material

• Some evidence will draw on achievement of 
Minimum or Aspirational targets. The intent of the 
framework is to establish a comprehensive view of 
performance beyond that captured by targets.

• Excellence and Leadership / Recognition

KEY ELEMENTS
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK



THE FRAMEWORK 
APPLIED TO 
RESEARCH

* These examples of evidence are not exhaustive, and can be used to support more    
than one criteria. Academic staff should use the evidence that best suits a criteria.

Research is contributing to new 
knowledge or using existing knowledge 
in new and creative ways to generate 
new concepts, methodologies, inventions 
and understandings; communicating and 
disseminating that knowledge to others; 
sharing expertise and leading the 
development of staff through scholarly 
engagement.



THE FRAMEWORK 
APPLIED TO 
EDUCATION

* These examples of evidence are not exhaustive, and can be used to support more    
than one criteria. Academic staff should use the evidence that best suits a criteria.

Education is promoting effective learning 
and developing student potential through 
the creation, delivery and evaluation of 
curriculum informed by pedagogy, guided 
by recognised standards, and enhanced by 
innovation and staff professional 
learning. Education covers the totality of the 
student experience that occurs in the 
educational process.



THE FRAMEWORK 
APPLIED TO 
ENGAGEMENT

* These examples of evidence are not exhaustive, and can be used to support more    
than one criteria. Academic staff should use the evidence that best suits a criteria.

Engagement is actively contributing to 
the governance, capacity building and 
development of positive and inclusive 
cultures within Monash, through 
citizenship behaviours and formal 
leadership roles. It also includes 
contributions to business, government 
and community organisations to the 
mutual benefit of all parties.



• What is the most significant question in your field, and how are you addressing it?
• Areas of future research / education / engagement – dynamic vs incremental increase
• Alignment to Monash / faculty strategic plan(s)
• What will be the impact of your work?
• What is your competitive advantage to succeed?
• Size of group, collaborative network now and in 3-5 years.
• Composition, expertise required / role in interdisciplinary work. 
• How will you fund your research?

VISION
ACADEMIC PROMOTION



Career Disruptions /
Personal circumstances

Professional circumstances

Parental Leave
Caregiving responsibilities
Major illness/injury
Disability
Personal trauma
Access to building – Fire, Flood
Natural disasters / pandemics

Often intertwined

Part-time work
Relocation (country, state, laboratory, 
clinical practice)
Late or non-linear entry into academia
Varied workload

Positive acknowledgement of what has been achieved given the opportunities 
available

Single parents
Divorce
Childcare/school relocation
Home-schooling
Elderly parents
Natural disasters 
(COVID, Tsunami, bushfires, floods)

More information:

https://www.monash.edu/academic
promotion/achievement-relative-to-
opportunity

RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCES
ACHIEVEMENT RELATIVE TO OPPORTUNITY

https://www.monash.edu/academicpromotion/achievement-relative-to-opportunity


Timing for promotion
 Use your Performance Review
 Ask the question - supervisor, Head, informed expert
 You determine the timing of your promotion (if RO, is funding available?)
 Allocate time to the application process 
Remember
 Performance standards are indicators
 BI – only captures Monash activities
 Framing a convincing narrative and case for promotion
 Changing workloads / non-traditional career
 Use positive language to take ownership

THE ESSENTIALS
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK
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